In the discussion of houses and housing in New York City, all roads lead to Jacob Riis's social and documentarian project published in 1890. Exactly a century before the 1980s housing blight, Riis documented the Fourth Ward Slums in How the Other Half Lives, the much-praised recording of his inner city flâneries and, more significantly, the writing imperative of the first widespread housing epidemic during the 1880s. At the time, he astutely placed the tenement at the heart of the city's real problems whilst he also identified it, quite insightfully, with the very solution to those problems: "The tenement has come to stay," writes Riis, "and must itself be the solution of the problem with which it confronts us. This is the fact from which we cannot get away however we may deplore it." 1 Not only does Riis's dictum point to the cyclicality of crises in the housing sector, which the writings of the time ought to take heed of, and in so doing, "harvest the justice," but his statement also equates the state of the tenement with a perennial state of decline. As the tenement in the 1880s was a new piece in New York's architecture of residence and already riddled with crisis, the dwellers' active resolution to the tenement problem turned out to be a rather difficult and almost impossible socio-spatial achievement, since the factors that determined any remedial work were mostly extralocal, economic, and political.
Riis's modernist documentary also bears witness to the birth throes of public welfare consciousness in the 1880s, through the author's own engagement with the Charity Organization Movement of the Genteel age.
2 In this sense, the reference to Riis is mandatory for any reformist, socially minded outlook on the city's housing in history. Beyond the historical borders of its production, How the Other Half Lives remains the social documentary of residential quarters par excellence, whose merit was to historicize the notorious squalor of the Old Law Tenements with an eye to small-scale community changes as well as prophetically adhering to an epochal neighborhood vision. Riis formulated strategic housing practices that should underlie the politics of urgent radical reform, which he masterfully ingrained in an unsentimental diagnosis of the wretched, tenement-bound, individual, and collective destinies of the 1880s.
Men and women . . . have mended and built with an eye to the real welfare of their tenants as well as to their own pockets. Let it be well understood that the two are inseparable, if any good is to come out of it. The business of housing the poor, if it is to amount to anything, must be business . . . As charity, pastime, or fad, it will miserably fail, always and everywhere. This is an inexorable rule . . . Expert management of model tenements succeeds where amateur management, with the best intentions, gives up the task discouraged, as a flat failure. Business, in a wider sense, has done more than all other agencies together to wipe out the worst tenements. It has been New York's Napoleon III.
3
Riis proposes a form of civic participation in a DIY reconstruction process akin to the 1980s sweat-equity programs. Yet, his proposition turns contentious when he posits that residential transformation should rest on expert, business-like strategies, which, in his view, antagonize more populist schemes of charitable sources of relief. Riis was not a defender of welfare, viewed at the time as a way to encourage pauperism, in spite of his active involvement in raising awareness about the plight of the tenement amongst his readers, who remained largely uptown urbanites. Instead, Riis comes across as the advocate of public-private partnerships that would dominate New York's urban politics throughout the twentieth century, by proposing a program of rehabilitation that bears a striking similarity with the alternative management programs implemented one hundred years later.
The one hundred year time span between the "old" and the "new" tenements suggests a cross-historical reading of urban "social gospels" of housing reform and activism. In the 1980s just like in the 1880s, crisis was as productive a moment, nascent of a sustained politics of
